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srry for the lame name. but here it is. my best works yet. I need 2 more dragon oc so if ya wanna be in it
just ask!
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1 - The Gap between Light and dark.
DRAGON TALE: DARK AND LIGHT

This story is about the battles between the Two most powerful dragons to ever live. The twind born
before time and immortal ememies! The story begins&

The day dawns with peace. The humans starting their day of labor, unaware of the dragons. The humas
know of dragons sometimes they worship them. The two most powerful dragon locked in an eternal
battle! The king of dragons and the king of hell. Both equal in power. The Darkfire dragon and Kiro. Both
of witch are worshiped. Krio being the most evil essence on the earth. Darkfire being the purity of the
earth. But both wielding Unlimited power. Humans that are evil worship Kiro. And of corse humans who
uphold peace worship Darkfire! The two dragons really dont care about being worshiped. Each one
trying to kill the other. Each one trying to bring both peace and terror the the world. So far Kiro has the
upperhand.

TO BE CONTINUED.

2 - The death of the Darkfire
DRAGON TALE: DARK AND LIGHT

The humans calmly going about their day. The sun setes and another day gone. Yet unkown to them
darkness would soon befall them. The Darkfire Dragon is fighting a losing battle. Dragon after dragon
falls at his feet. Kiro controlling many more dragons than the darkfire. Kiro now more powerful than the
king himself, Give me your power the cold voice said The power to cast the world into darkness The
Darkfire dragon just looks at the pure evil eyes of Kiro. How can we have been born together? Kiro
take the power from the dragon and kills Darkfire. Darkfires last words where Ill be reborn some day.
Using the power drained from his brother he cast the world into darkness. The king of Hell now sat on
the highest peak of power. Ruling with an iron fist, killing anyone foolish enough to oppose him. He was
finaly free of the brothers grasp. Free to let his evil Ambitions to run wild. A secret group of humans
knew about the only power to slay the dragon. But knew nothing of it. They did know that the power was
great and enough to kill Kiro. The humans where very good at hiding their presence. They researched
every thing they could to find the only weakness of kiro but so far they came up with nothing. It was only
a matter of time before they either found out about Darkfire or where found

TO BE CONTINUED.
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